
                                             Model paper-17

1 The opposite of “She must be a dancer “ is
1 She Must n’t be a dancer 2 She can’t be a dancer
3 She might not be a dancer 4 she couldn’t be a dancer

2 She ---------- (be) absent since last Sunday
1 was 2 have bean 3 has bean 4 had been

3 Our laboratory is on ----------- first floor
1 a 2 an 3 the 4 no article

4 Pavan is ---------- lecturer in our college
1 a 2 an 3 the 4 no article

5 I said that I should not go there
1 I said, “Will not go there” 2 I said, “I shall not go there”
3 I said, “He shall not go there” 4 I Said, “He will not go there”

6 She asked if Kamala had written the letter previous day.
1 She said, “Did kamala wrote the letter one day before
2 She did “had kamala written the letter yesterday”
3 She said, “Had kamala written the letter just now”
4 She said “did kamala write the letter yesterday”

7 The ship has been pushed to the shore by wind
1 The wind pushed the ship to the shore
2 the wind had pushed the ship to the shore
3 the wind pushes the ship to the shore
4 the wind has pushed the ship to the shore

8 Many people are killed by an Earthquake
1 An Earthquake killed many people 2 an earthquake will kill many people
3 an earthquake kills many people 4 an earthquake has killed many people

9 For a feminine official the solutation is ------------
1 Mrs. Madam, 2 Miss Madam, 3 Dear Madam, 4 My dear madam,

10 Heading consists of  ………………….parts 
1 one 2two 3three 4fou

11The time ……………………smoothly for Murali.
1passed away 2 passed on 3passed for 4 passed over

12 Identify the silent letter in Receipt
1r 2e 3p 4t

13 A person who doesn’t know to read and write is called………person
1a literate 2an illiterate 3an innocent 4an educated

14 Renuka is poor ……Physics but good ……….English.
1 at, in 2in, at 3at, at 4in, in

15 The examination results are ………………. notice board.
1 in 2 on 3 into4 by

16 The banyan is a big tree.
1noun 2pronoun 3adjective 4adverb

17 I have been learning English since 2008.
1 adjective 2adverb 3conjunction 4preposition

18 One word is spelt wrongly. Identify the wrongly spelt word.
1impossible 2ancient 3miserable responsible
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19 Nainital is one of the most beautiful hill-station. (Change the sentence into positive degree)
1No other hill station is so beautiful as Nainital.
2 Very few hill stations areas beautiful as Nainital
3 Some hill stations are at least as beautiful as Nainital
4 Nainital is more beautiful than many other hill stations

20 This is one of the most ……………..thing in life (Choose the right word)
1surprised 2surprising 3surprisal 4surprise

21 /ri:d/
1rod 2read 3road 4roam

22 /j/ sounds in
1 zoo 2 junior 3 you 4 until

23Your friend is elected leader of the union .What would you say---------
1congratulation 2 these things happen   3don’tworry    4mydeep condolences

24 “Can I leave now?” This is --------
1 offering help 2asking for help 3 seeking permission 4 seeking advise

25The Naidus are very hospitable. The underlined word means  
1 Admit in hospital.                2    discharge from hospital
3 welcoming and friendly      4     not welcoming and friendly

26 India and Pakistan have been described as------------
1 archrivals 2good competitor 3 equals 4friends

27 Reckless (Synonym)
1bold 2 rash 3 courageous daring

28Choose  the  word  opposite  in  meaning to the underlined word.
I.S.I marked goods are always pure and never -----------------

     1 dirty 2 mixed 3 adulterated 4 stained

29. A little knowledge is very dangerous,-------------?
1. Is it? 2isn’t they? 3 isn’t it? 4 doesn’t it?

30 You need to come here,-------------?
1 don’t you? Didn’t you? 3didyou? Will you?

31He wanted to learn English so he joined here. (Change into simple)
1He joined here because he wanted to learn English.
2He joined here to learn English
3He wanted to learn English and so he joined here.
4Learning English, he joined here.

32    Being poor she could not go on the excursion, (Change into complex)
1 She was poor so she could not go on the excursion.
2 Although she is poor she could not go on the excursion.
3 She could not go on the excursion because she was poor.
4 Her poverty did not allow her to on the excursion.
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33   You sent me a present. Thank you very much for it. Rewrite the sentence beginning with   
‘Thank you very much’ ……………………..

1   for you sent me a present.                   2      you sent me a present.
3 for sending me a present.                      4       sending present is great.

                                      Passage
He always remembered where he had come from and when he had some real money and 
moved into a comfortable house, his mother and father went with him. Later, when he grew rich 
and bought Graceland, he sent for his grand mother and widowed aunt. He also hired cousins 
and friends who needed work. He said “sir” and ‘maam’ to his seniors, loved singing spirituals 
and when he was conscripted he served two years in the US Army without a complaint or 
special favor. “When they saw me working in the kitchen and doing guard duty” Elvis Presley 
once said, “they realized well he’s just like us.”                

34 Which of the following adjectives sum up Elvis?
1humble and human 2 cold and stiff 3 mean and petty 4 rude and arrogant

   35The word ‘conscription’ means
     1 working in the kitchen            2 doing guard duty                                             
3compulsory service in the army     4singing spiritual songs

36 Elvis must have come from
1   a poor back ground                    2     an aristocratic back ground               
3    a  rich back ground             4    an upper middle class back ground

37After getting rich, Elvis Presley 
1 turned cool towards his friends and relatives
2didn‘t do much for his friends and relatives
3helped his friends and relatives
4 scorned his friends and relatives

38 The pronoun ‘he’ in this passage refers to
1 US army officer 2 Graceland 3Elvis cousin 4 Elvis himself

39 Find out which part of the sentence has an error 
One of the most (A)/ widely spread bad habit (B)/ is the use(C)/tobacco(D)
1 A 2B 3C 4 D

40 My brother (A)/has ordered (B)/ for a new book(C)/ no error (D) 
1A 2 B 3 C 4 D

                                                                   KEY
1)2 2)3 3)3 4)1              5)2 6)4
7)4 8)3 9)3 10)2  11)2 12)3
13)2 14)2 15)2 16)3            17)4 18)4
19)2 20)2 21)2 22)3  23)1 24)3
25)3 26)1 27)2 28)3              29)3 30)1
31)2 32)3 33)3 34)1   35)3 36)1
37)3 38)4 39)2 40)3
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1 The opposite of “She must be a dancer “ is



1 She Must n’t be a dancer
2 She can’t be a dancer



3 She might not be a dancer
4 she couldn’t be a dancer


2
She ---------- (be) absent since last Sunday



1 was
2 have bean
3 has bean
4 had been


3
Our laboratory is on ----------- first floor



1 a
2 an
3 the
4 no article


4
Pavan is ---------- lecturer in our college



1 a
2 an
3 the
4 no article


5
I said that I should not go there



1 I said, “Will not go there”
2 I said, “I shall not go there”



3 I said, “He shall not go there”
4 I Said, “He will not go there”


6
She asked if Kamala had written the letter previous day.



1 She said, “Did kamala wrote the letter one day before



2 She did “had kamala written the letter yesterday”



3 She said, “Had kamala written the letter just now”



4 She said “did kamala write the letter yesterday”


7
The ship has been pushed to the shore by wind



1 The wind pushed the ship to the shore



2 the wind had pushed the ship to the shore



3 the wind pushes the ship to the shore



4 the wind has pushed the ship to the shore


8
Many people are killed by an Earthquake



1 An Earthquake killed many people
2 an earthquake will kill many people



3 an earthquake kills many people
4 an earthquake has killed many people


9
For a feminine official the solutation is ------------



1 Mrs. Madam,
2 Miss Madam,
3 Dear Madam,
4 My dear madam,


10 
Heading consists of  ………………….parts 



1 one
2two
3three
4fou


11The time ……………………smoothly for Murali.



1passed away
2 passed on
3passed for 
4 passed over


12 
Identify the silent letter in Receipt



1r

2e
3p
4t


13
A person who doesn’t know to read and write is called………person



1a literate 
2an illiterate
3an innocent
4an educated


14
Renuka is poor ……Physics but good ……….English.


1 at, in
2in, at
3at, at
4in, in


15 
The examination results are ………………. notice board.


1 in
2 on
3 into
4 by


16 The banyan is a big tree.



1noun
2pronoun
3adjective
4adverb


17 I have been learning English since 2008.


 
1 adjective
2adverb
3conjunction
4preposition


18 One word is spelt wrongly. Identify the wrongly spelt word.



1impossible
2ancient
3miserable
responsible


19 Nainital is one of the most beautiful hill-station. (Change the sentence into positive degree)



1No other hill station is so beautiful as Nainital.


2 Very few hill stations areas beautiful as Nainital


3 Some hill stations are at least as beautiful as Nainital


4 Nainital is more beautiful than many other hill stations




20 This is one of the most ……………..thing in life (Choose the right word)



1surprised
2surprising
3surprisal
4surprise


21 /ri:d/



1rod
2read
3road
4roam


22 
/j/ sounds in



1 zoo
2 junior
3 you
4 until

23Your friend is elected leader of the union .What would you say---------



1congratulation 2 these things happen   3don’tworry    4mydeep condolences
 



24
“Can I leave now?” This is --------



1 offering help
2asking for help
3 seeking permission
4 seeking advise



25The Naidus are very hospitable. The underlined word means  



1 Admit in hospital.                2    discharge from hospital



3 welcoming and friendly      4     not welcoming and friendly



26
India and Pakistan have been described as------------



1 archrivals
2good competitor
3 equals
4friends


27 Reckless (Synonym)



1bold
2 rash
3 courageous
 daring


28Choose  the  word  opposite  in  meaning to the underlined word.


I.S.I marked goods are always pure and never -----------------


     1 dirty
2 mixed
3 adulterated
4 stained




29. A little knowledge is very dangerous,-------------?



1. Is it?
2isn’t they?
3 isn’t it?
4 doesn’t it?


30 You need to come here,-------------?



1 don’t you?
Didn’t you?
3didyou?
Will you?


31He wanted to learn English so he joined here. (Change into simple)




1He joined here because he wanted to learn English.



2He joined here to learn English



3He wanted to learn English and so he joined here.



4Learning English, he joined here.

32    Being poor she could not go on the excursion, (Change into complex)



1 She was poor so she could not go on the excursion.



2 Although she is poor she could not go on the excursion.



3 She could not go on the excursion because she was poor.


4 Her poverty did not allow her to on the excursion.


33   You sent me a present. Thank you very much for it. Rewrite the sentence beginning with   ‘Thank you very much’ …………………….. 


1   for you sent me a present.                   2      you sent me a present.



3 for sending me a present.                      4       sending present is great.




                                      Passage


He always remembered where he had come from and when he had some real money and moved into a comfortable house, his mother and father went with him. Later, when he grew rich and bought Graceland, he sent for his grand mother and widowed aunt. He also hired cousins and friends who needed work. He said “sir” and ‘maam’ to his seniors, loved singing spirituals and when he was conscripted he served two years in the US Army without a complaint or special favor. “When they saw me working in the kitchen and doing guard duty” Elvis Presley once said, “they realized well he’s just like us.”                




34 Which of the following adjectives sum up Elvis?



1humble and human
2 cold and stiff 
3 mean and petty
4 rude and arrogant


   35The word ‘conscription’ means


     1 working in the kitchen            2 doing guard duty
                                            3compulsory service in the army     4singing spiritual songs


36 Elvis must have come from


1   a poor back ground                    2     an aristocratic back ground  




             3    a  rich back ground
            4    an upper middle class back ground


37After getting rich, Elvis Presley 



1 turned cool towards his friends and relatives



2didn‘t do much for his friends and relatives



3helped his friends and relatives



4 scorned his friends and relatives

38 The pronoun ‘he’ in this passage refers to



1 US army officer
2 Graceland
3Elvis cousin
4 Elvis himself


39 Find out which part of the sentence has an error 



One of the most (a)/ widely spread bad habit (B)/ is the use(C)/tobacco(D)


1 A
2B
3C
4 D


40 My brother (A)/has ordered (B)/ for a new book(C)/ no error (D) 



1A
2 B
3 C
4 D



                                                                   KEY


1)2

2)3
3)3
4)1
             5)2
6)4


7)4

8)3
9)3
10)2  
11)2
12)3


13)2
14)2
15)2
16)3 
            17)4
18)4


19)2
20)2
21)2
22)3  
23)1
24)3


25)3
26)1
27)2
28)3
             29)3
30)1


31)2
32)3
33)3
34)1   
 35)3
36)1


37)3
38)4
39)2
40)3
 


